It is important for companies to actively manage FTP
usage to protect against accidental (or intentional)
breach of sensitive corporate or customer data.
Identifying and securing servers running FTP is an
important part of responsible FTP management.
FTP/Auditor provides a simple way to locate and asses
servers with FTP enabled on your network.

The screen shot below shows results from FTP/Auditor.
213 servers running FTP were located, a number of
which allow anonymous FTP.

FTP/Auditor scans your corporate network and
identifies every server that is running FTP.
For each server found it provides the server’s
"welcome message" to help you identify the server .
Additionally, it assesses each server to see if it allows
anonymous FTP and, with a double-click, can display
the content of the server's default folder.
Known servers authorized for FTP usage can be moved
to the Excluded tab so you can focus on the new and
questionable servers running FTP that need to be
investigated further.
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Pause the mouse over a server to see
the welcome message the FTP Server
sends out.
Often if the server was set up without
IT knowledge or approval, it will
display the default FTP welcome
message. Default welcome messages
usually offer clues as to the nature of
the type of FTP the server is running.
This information can be used by
hackers to search for known
vulnerabilities and exploits for that
particular variant of FTP.

Double-click on any of the servers that FTP/Auditor finds to display the files and folders available on the server.
If the server allows anonymous logon, the files and folders in its root folder will be displayed. If it does not support anonymous logon, you will be prompted to enter a valid user ID and password to use to log on.
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